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BENCHING
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At first glance, FORm_office™ is a sophisticated benching system with personal appointments that make 
working at it a pleasurable experience. The other side of the story is inside the bench, where superior cable 
management, technology accommodations and rugged superstructure make FORm_office™ a benchmark of 
intelligent engineering and clean, contemporary design.

Since 2009, over 20,000 positions of FORm_office have been sold in North America, making it one of the top 
selling open plan furniture product lines in the world.

TECHNICAL DATA:
STANDARD HEIGHT: 28”  
STANDARD DEPTHS:  24”, 30”, 33” & 36” 
STATION WIDTHS:  48” to 96” in 6” increments

FORm_office
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In 2012, Innovant introduced integrated electric height adjustability into our FORm_office benching line, 
subsequently winning the Best in Benching Category at Neocon.  Surfaces are individually adjustable to suit 
user requirements, and can be supplied as adjustable on Day-1, or retrofitted for adjustability on Day-2 with 
minimum effort and cost.   

“Well thought through resolutions to typical problems in the workplace.”
“Wonderful power and cabling details.”
“Thoughtful resolution for accessories & an integrated look of height-adjustable surface.” 
     -Neocon Jury Comments

Height adjustability and benching are parallel trends in the North American furniture market that have been 
exceptionally and uniquely captured by FORm_office.

TECHNICAL DATA:
AVAILABLE DESK WIDTHS:  48” to 72” in 6” increments (sizes 78” to 96” are available, 
    but require a central transitional leg and lifting column)
MINIMUM DESK HEIGHTS:  24” (low) and 28” (standard)
STROKE LENGTH:       26.5”
THRUST:   Up to 700N per column
POWER CONSUMPTION: 5 AMP at maximum draw  
DUTY CYCLE:    10% or 6 minutes/hour or maximum 2 minutes at continuous use

FORm_office ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
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The industry’s first standing height open plan workstation that does not require additional support or structure 
to maintain its best-in-class performance. When combined with stool-height task chairs, FORm_office Standing 
Height allows users to work in a seated or standing position without the cost of adjustable height mechanisms. 

FORm_office Standing Height is ideal for collaborative offices concerned with employee health and workplace 
aesthetic. As more studies and news articles convey the ill effects of sitting for extended periods of time, 
Innovant’s standing height bench provides a comfortable and healthy choice.

Aesthetically speaking, FORm_office Standing Height overcomes many of the concerns posed by adjustable 
height. Unlike adjustable work surfaces, which can compromise the appearance of a workplace landscape 
when set at different heights, standing height desks produce a clean, uniform look. The bench also keeps 
unsightly cables hidden from view, which can be a challenge under a moving work surface.

TECHNICAL DATA:
STANDARD HEIGHTS: 38” or 42” 
STANDARD DEPTHS:  24”, 30”, 33” & 36” 
STATION WIDTHS:  48” to 96” in 6” increments

FORm_office STANDING HEIGHT
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The 120° furniture configuration has long been a favorite of specifiers seeking an organic feel to space 
planning. FORm_office can be easily specified in such configurations and integrated with linear configurations 
as well. The result is the signature FORm_office aesthetic with many of the line’s features and options in 
a dramatic new layout. Already recognized in prestigious, award-winning installations, 120° FORm_office 
benching is perfect for clients seeking a blend of open plan collaboration and personal space privacy. 

120° FORm_office can be specified based on length of raceway extending from the center point of the cluster. 
Standard lengths are 55”, 57”, 59” and 61”.  Standard depths are 24”, 30”, 33” and 36”.* Overall area covered 
by 120° benching must be calculated using a CAD program and the standard 2D blocks (available from our 
website at www.innovant.com/support/tools).

*24”D 120° benching has a reduced depth raceway that affects some specification features. Contact your 
Innovant support representative to understand more.

FORm_office 120° CONFIGURATIONS 
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Launched in 2015, NIGEL Desking offers open plan desking in a minimalist, yet stylish aesthetic that draws 
upon the universally admired Parsons Desk frame. The quick assembly, knock-down design allows for efficient 
transportation, rapid installation and/or reconfiguration. NIGEL is suited for collaborative and mobile office 
workers across different industries - from technology to media, or real estate and design.

NIGEL is simple to specify, yet sophisticated in its design and quality. Consistent with all Innovant products, 
NIGEL delivers a clean aesthetic with intelligent and purposeful features. From integrated privacy to clever 
storage solutions, NIGEL’s smart, user-centric features support productivity in the workplace. NIGEL also 
comes in a colorful finish palette, allowing designers and clients to achieve a signature aesthetic.

TECHNICAL DATA:
STANDARD DEPTHS: 24” or 30” [each depth commands a uniquely sized end & transition leg] 
STANDARD WIDTHS:  48” to 96” in 6” increments 
STANDARD HEIGHT:  28-3/8” to the top of the worktop 
CENTRAL DIVIDER:  39”, 42”, 45”, 48” AFF

NIGEL Desking
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LOOK MA, NO FEET!
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I COME IN LOTS OF COLORS, BUT 

SOMETIMES I LIKE TO BE VANILLA.
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For financial institutions, the trading room is the major profit generator for the company. Attracting and keeping 
the highest quality traders is often attributed to sophisticated investments in trading technology combined with 
cutting edge, ergonomic design in the furniture and work environment. That is why more and more prestigious 
financial clients choose Innovant to deliver a winning solution for their trading desk needs.  

Often what makes Innovant the top pick for trading desk selection is our ability to deliver a complete furniture 
package. Our award-winning FORm_office workstations are a specially-scaled extension of our trading desks.  
Combined with our comprehensive conference and private office products, Innovant is the only trading desk 
manufacturer capable of offering the benefits of scale and compatibility of options and finishes through a 
complete furniture solution.

FEATURES: 
Cable Management, CPU Management, Thermal Management, Monitor Support and Personal Storage

TRADING DESKS
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FORm_AV is a conference table platform that provides compelling features for rapidly growing, technology-
intensive clients. The cost of constructing professional conference rooms can reach tens of thousands of dollars 
before equipment and furniture are even delivered. FORm_AV fully contains all technology and cabling within 
a single product assembly, avoiding the high costs of wall mounting and cable routing. This enables clients 
to rapidly set up and relocate sophisticated conference rooms. FORm_AV is capable of rigorously supporting 
up to two 80” LCD monitors on a sleek support stand, while connecting to a series of specialized conference 
tables of various sizes.

TECHNICAL DATA:
CABINET DIMENSIONS:  45” wide, 24.5” high 
TABLE DIMENSIONS:   Various lengths available between 94” – 177” by 47” wide 
    and 120” – 343” by 59” wide

FORm_AV
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Innovant’s Huddle Suite offers unique power & connectivity management housed within a clean and 
contemporary aesthetic. The Huddle Suite is available in four forms: P- D- O- and S-Tables. Each are 
permanently joined to display stands capable of supporting displays up to 65”.  Convenience power, USB, laptop 
charging cords and other connectivity options are all available through easy access panels in the tabletop. 
CPUs are stored in an optional sling suspended below the worktop. This technology is reachable from above 
through the bento box (a segmented storage bin recessed into the tabletop). The bento box can be lifted up for 
easy access and dropped back into the opening without any tools. 

TECHNICAL DATA:
P-TABLE DIMENSIONS: 53” – 89” lengths in 18” increments, 59” wide
D-TABLE DIMENSIONS:  65”, 71” or 85” long by 35” wide. 49”, 55” or 79” long by 43” wide
OVAL DIMENSIONS:   59” long by 79” wide
SQUARE DIMENSIONS: 68” or 79” long by 59” wide

HUDDLE SUITE
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As a specialist in workstation design and development, we understand the unique complexities of open plan 
environments. Breakout spaces for private meetings or conferencing are vital for creating a collaborative yet 
productive work environment. With this in mind, Innovant seamlessly adapted the designs for both our private 
office products and award-winning workstations into a single, complementary line of conference products. 

For conference tables 84” and larger, Innovant’s Big Tables deliver a similar aesthetic and performance to our 
award-winning FORm_office benching products. Big Tables are available from 84” up to 240” in length and 48” 
to 84” in depth. Tabletop connectivity and power solutions are specified as required (see section at the end of 
this page.) Standard table shape is rectangular with a reverse knife edge, though tailored surfaces are available 
for the right size projects. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 
STANDARD DEPTHS:  48” to 84” in 6” increments
STANDARD LENGTHS:  84” to 240” in 6” increments
TOP CORE:     1.5” MDF
EDGE PROFILE:  Reverse knife edge
FINISH OPTIONS:  Laminate and veneer 
    *Contact your Innovant Representative for tailored features & materials.

BIG TABLES
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As a specialist in workstation design and development, we understand the unique complexities of open plan 
environments. Breakout spaces for private meetings or conferencing are vital for creating a collaborative yet 
productive work environment. With this in mind, Innovant seamlessly adapted the designs for both our private 
office products and award-winning workstations into a single, complementary line of conference products. 

For meeting or training tables 84” and smaller, Innovant’s Small Tables deliver consistent aesthetic to our 
award-winning FORm_office benching products. Rectangular Small Tables are available from 30” up 84” in 
length and width. Circular Small Tables are available in 30” to 48” diameter. Tabletop connectivity and power 
solutions are specified as required (see section at the end of this page.)

TECHNICAL DATA: 
STANDARD DIMENSIONS: 30” to 84” in 6” increments (both length and width)
STANDARD HEIGHT:  29”
TOP THICKNESS:  1.5” MDF
FRAME PROFILE:  1.5” square Parson design (steel)
EDGE PROFILE:  Flat self edge 
STANDARD FINISHES:  Laminate and veneer

SMALL TABLES 
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PRIVATE_office is a family of casegoods and desking that can be combined to create a broad array of private 
office configurations, which complement Innovant’s FORm_office workstations in design, materials and 
workmanship.

PRIVATE_office elements come with standard and tailored sizing, finishes, technology integration and cable 
management features. These options allow for flexible planning and specification in order to achieve the perfect 
private office configuration.

Consistent with all Innovant products, PRIVATE_office delivers a clean aesthetic, intelligent and purposeful 
features, and can be easily tailored to meet the exact requirements of every new project.

PRIMARY ELEMENTS: 
Parsons Tables, Basic Credenzas [High/Low], Working Credenzas, Desk Returns, Tower Storage, Overhead Storage & 
Shelving, Mobile Storage, Wall Boards, Cable Management, Power, Data & Lighting

PRIVATE_office
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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